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PLACET 

 

Needs and opportunities for host organizations in hosting 

transnational mobilities 
 

 

The PLACET project aims to improve the quality of the placement insertion of trainees in 

transnational mobility, e.g. LdV, focusing on the role of hosting organizations. Our aim is to promote 

the potential of hosting a European trainee. Our first step was to involve entrepreneurs and 

managers of hosting companies to collect data, needs and best practices.  

 

The PLACET partners did a survey among different host organizations in the Netherlands, France, 

Sweden, Portugal and Italy. Therefore we set up a questionnaire in order to have a global vision 

about their needs and expectations.  

 

This summary report reflects a summary regarding the questionnaire regarding different sectors in 

different European countries: 

 

Hosting 

Most of the companies host interns from their own countries, in order to stay up-to-date and to 

profit from the input of young professionals. If the companies never took interns from their 

own/foreign countries it is usually due to an inexistence of proposals and/or candidates, to a lack of 

opportunities and to the insufficient work volume to allow the internships hosting.  

� There is a need for proposals and candidates (?) 

 

Familiarity with EU programs 

More or less 80% of the companies are familiar with the EU Mobility programs that allow interns 

from the EU to do an internship.  

� Need to inform the other companies about the programs (?) 

 

Languages 

Basic knowledge of the English language is indispensable to communicate with collegues/customers, 

to comprehend their tasks and to be able to express themselves if any change is needed.  

� Need to form the employers, give them the opportunity to improve their English?? 

An average or basic domain of the national language is usually required or at least an average level of 

English. 

 

Motivation and ambition 

The motivation and ambition of the intern play a key role during the whole internship, making it even 

more pleasant and interesting. The host companies try to reach every personal goal together with 

the participant.  

� Therefore there is a need for the motivation and ambition of the intern and the employers to 

be at the same level. 

 

Level of education 

The level of education seems to cover an important part as well, as long as the participant has to deal 

with different situations. Most of the entreprises need the interns to know the Microsoft Office 

package en some other technical competences as Photoshop however they are not always required. 

A high level of education is not always essential. It also depends on the company’s sector. 
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� There is a need for the companies to have the required material for the students to work on. 

The interns should be able to share their knowledge.  

 

Valued items of the intern 

The generally valued elements when evaluating the possibility of receiving a trainee are his/her CV, 

level of education or training and level of languages. Comparatively, the least important aspects are 

gender and nationality. This is comforting as it rules out possible discrimination factors and 

reinforces the idea of European as a common space and identity. 

 

Procedures taken to host a trainee 

The procedures taken to host a trainee that most companies find very important are:  

- Interview with trainee 

- Introduce intern to the team/intermediary organization 

- Making an /work internship plan 

-  (weekly) feedback meeting 

 

What do companies expect from an intermediary organization? 

An administrative assistance: contract, insurance, evaluation documents, internship certificate and 

the organization before the internship (You prefer to know at least one month in advance the profile 

and the dates of the internship) is what most companies find (very) important or obligatory. 

 

 

Needs and opportunities for intermediary organizations 
 

Company needs regarding intermediary organization:  

 

linguistic preparation, administrative support, a feedback from the intern on his/her experience, 

organization before the internship, complementary information trainees profile, professional 

preparation trainee, regular contact intpa and company, personal assistance for the intern, a post 

internship followed-up by the intern 

 

• The importance of linguistic preparation 

– To ease communication and integration into the company 

• The importance of having a professional support from the Intermediary organisation 

– In terms of profile selection and matching 

– Preparation for the internship & follow-up 

– Administrative support 

– A post-internship feedback from the beneficiary 

 

The expectations towards the existence of intermediary organizations, that make proposals of 

internships are high when we talk about all the before arrival preparation and administrative 

assistance, although all other tasks like profiling, professional integration, personal support to trainee 

are as well highly valued. The least valued are follow-up of trainee after departure and linguistic 

preparation.  

 

 

 


